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Executive Summary

MH Crunchy is a partnership of a Small Medium Enterprise (SME) company which is owned by

two partners consisting of Mr. Haiman and Mr. Harith Irfan. Our company is an online business

which sells our popcorn through a facebook page named “MH Crunchy Enterprise”. The goal of

creating this popcorn is to give the satisfaction of customers when they are doing their daily

activities. MH Crunchy's main target market is young adults aged 18 to 40, this is because we

target the students who can enjoy our popcorn while doing the assignment and the people who

like to watch movies at home.

We created the Facebook page to expand our business through social media and learn how to

promote using Facebook posts for business products which are teaser posts, soft sell and hard

sell. We also must raise the revenue at least RM61 and above and prudent spending for my

product to avoid profit falls. We also learned how to use eUsahawan Portal to record the sales

through eUsahawan Portal.
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Introduction of business

Name and address of business

The name MH Crunchy Enterprise refers to the partnership of 'Muhd Harith and' Muhd Haiman.

I choose 'MH' to show my appreciation for our partnership. The reason for selecting 'Crunchy'

was to emphasise that my company sells something crunchy, such as popcorn, to my clients. We

are usually the Eng Popcorn company's agent. Eng's Popcorn is a local Malaysian brand with the

motto "Popping in your heart." The name "ENG'S" is a tribute to the owner's late father's

nickname. It is entirely Bumiputra and Muslim made.

The address of MH Crunchy Enterprise is                                          

                          

My company normally operates through social media platforms such as Facebook. This type of

business allows me to work from home and at any time and from any location. This is why I

decided to launch my business from the comfort of my own home.

Organizational chart
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MISSION

To provide the customers enjoy eating caramel popcorn and popping in customers heart.

VISION

To ensure the best quality of the popcorn product in Malaysia and spread the business wider.

Descriptions of products

Popcorn, sugar, oil, salt, and instant caramel are the ingredients. The packaging comes in 300g

and 500g bottles, as well as 1kg bags. It can go wherever clients want it to go. Customers are free

to travel wherever they like. It can be kept at room temperature. The agent can offer direct

delivery to customers and as well as self-pickup by customers and shipping.
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Price list

Eng's Caramel Popcorn is reasonably priced based on the size of the popcorn. The price of 300g

is RM18, while 500g costs RM25. The popcorn delivery service is free inside Skudai. Peninsular

Malaysia postage is RM8.
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Facebook (FB)
Creating Facebook (FB) page
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Customizing URL Facebook (FB) page

URL Facebook (FB) page : https://www.facebook.com/mhcrunchy
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Facebook (FB) post - Teaser

Teaser 1

Teaser 2
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Teaser 3

Teaser 4
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Facebook (FB) post - Copywriting (Hard sell)

Hard Sell 1

Hard sell 2
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Hard sell 3

Hard sell 4
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Hard sell 5

Hard sell 6
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Hard sell 7

Hard sell 8
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Hard sell 9

Hard sell 10
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Hard sell 11

Hard sell 12
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Hard sell 13

Hard sell 14
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Hard sell 15

Hard sell 16
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Facebook (FB) post - Copywriting (Soft sell)
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Sales report
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Conclusion

To summarise, social media is a powerful platform for businesses of all sizes to reach their

customers. Through these social media postings, we can not only advertise our product, but also

develop two-way communication with the public. I believe Facebook is one of the best social

media platforms for businesses;

However, I recognise that in order to use this platform effectively, we must have a good

marketing strategy. Using the right social media promotion technique can bring our company a

lot of success, raise brand awareness, and generate a lot of sales. This subject, Principle of

Entrepreneurship (ENT530), assisted me in improving both my entrepreneurial and

communication skills. I am grateful for the opportunity to learn about copywriting. It will

undoubtedly be useful if I ever start an online business in the future.

By completing this report, I hope to improve my ability to be more innovative, problem solve,

think critically, conduct research, and manage effectively. In the future, we hope that our

company's empire will grow and that it will be recognised by a large number of people.

Lastly, using Facebook as a social media platform can help our business reach out to new

potential customers more effectively by using Facebook advertisements and boosted posts.

Creating Facebook pages is a fantastic way to centralise data and engage with customers

one-on-one. Aside from that, Facebook allows us to create a longer-term interactive platform

where we can truly engage our business with our customer base.
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